To exploit instruction level parallelism in programs over multiple basic blocks, programs should have reducible control flow graphs. However not all programs satisfy this property. A new method, called Controlled Node Splitting (CNS), for transforming irreducible control flow graphs to reducible control flow graphs is presented. CNS duplicates nodes of the control flow graph to obtain reducible control flow graphs. CNS results in a minimum number of splits and a minimum number of duplicates. Since the computation time to find the optimal split sequence is large, a heuristic has been developed. The results of this heuristic are close to the optimum. Straightforward application of node splitting may result in an average code size increase of 250%. CNS with the heuristic limits the increase to only 3%.
Introduction
In current computer architectures improvements can be obtained by the exploitation of instruction level parallelism (ILP). ILP is made possible due to higher transistor densities which allows the duplication of function units and data paths. Exploitation of ILP consists of mapping the ILP of the application onto the ILP of the target architecture as efficient as possible. This mapping is used for Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) and superscalar architectures. The latter are used in most workstations. These architectures have instructions with multiple operations that are issued simultaneously. It is the responsibility of the compiler to fill these instructions as efficiently as possible with operations. This process is called scheduling.
Problem statement:
In order to find sufficient ILP to justify the cost of multiple function units and data paths, a scheduler should have a larger scope than a single basic block at a time. A basic block is a sequence of consecutive statements in which the flow of control enters at the beginning and leaves always at the end. Several scheduling scopes can be found which go beyond the basic block level [1] . The most general scope currently used is called a region [2] . This is a set of basic blocks that corresponds to the body of a natural loop. Since loops can be nested, regions can also be nested in each other. Like natural loops, regions have a single entry point (the loop header) and may have multiple exits [2] . In [1] a speedup over 40% is reported using region scheduling. The problem of region scheduling is that it requires loops in the control flow graph with a single entry point. These flow graphs are called reducible flow graphs. Fortunately most control flow graphs are reducible, nevertheless the problem of irreducible flow graphs cannot be ignored. To exploit the benefits of region scheduling, irreducible control flow graphs should be converted to reducible control flow graphs.
Exploiting ILP also requires efficient memory disambiguation. To accomplish this the nesting of loops must be determined. Since in an irreducible flow graph the nesting of loops is not clear, memory disambiguation techniques cannot directly be applied to these loops. To exploit the benefits of memory disambiguation, irreducible control flow graphs should be converted to reducible control flow graphs as well. Another pleasant property of reducible control flow graphs is the fact that data flow analysis, that is an essential part of any compiler, can be done more efficiently [3] .
Related work:
The problem of converting irreducible flow graphs to reducible flow graphs can be tackled at the frontend or at the back-end of the compiler. In [4] and [5] methods for normalizing the control flow graph of a program at the front-end are given. These methods rewrite an intermediate program in a normalized form. During normalization irreducible flow graphs are converted to reducible ones. To make a graph reducible, code has to be duplicated, which results in a larger code size. Since the front-end is unaware of the precise number of machine instructions needed to translate a piece of code, it is difficult to minimize the growth of the code size.
Another approach is to convert irreducible flow graphs at the back-end. The advantage is that when selecting what (machine)code to duplicate one can take the resulting code size into account. Solutions for solving the problem at the backend are given in [6, 7, 8, 9] . The solution given by Cocke and Miller [6, 9] is very time complex and it does not try to minimize the resulting code size. The method described by Hecht et al. [7, 8] is even more inefficient in the sense of minimizing the code size, but it requires less analysis. In this paper a new method for converting irreducible flow graphs at the back-end is given which is very efficient in terms of the resulting code size.
Paper overview: In section 2 reducible and irreducible flow graphs are defined and a method for the detection of irreducible flow graphs is discussed. The principle of node splitting and the conversion method described by Hecht et al., which is a straightforward application of node splitting, are given in section 3. Our approach, CNS, is described in section 4. All known conversion methods convert irreducible flow graphs without minimizing the number of copies. With controlled node splitting it is possible to minimize the number of copies. Unfortunately this method requires much CPU time; therefore we developed a heuristic that reduces the CPU time but still performs close to the optimum. This heuristic and the algorithms for controlled node splitting are presented. The results of applying CNS to several benchmarks are given in section 5. Finally the conclusions are given in section 6.
Irreducible Flow Graphs
The control flow of a program can be described with a control flow graph. A control flow graph consists of nodes and edges. The nodes represent a sequence of operations or a basic block, and the edges represent the flow of control. As stated in the introduction finding sufficient ILP requires as input a reducible flow graph. Many definitions for reducible flow graphs are proposed. The one we adopt is given in [8] and is based on the partitioning of the edges of a control flow graph G into two disjoint sets:
1. The set of back edges BE consist of all edges whose heads dominate their tails.
2. The set of forward edges FE consists of all edges which are not back edges, thus FE = E ? BE. A node u of a flow graph dominates node v, if every path from the initial node s of the flow graph to v goes through u. From definition 2.2 we can derive that if a control flow graph G is irreducible then the graph G = (N; FE; s) contains at least one loop. These loops are called irreducible loops. To remove irreducible loops, they must be detected first. There are several methods for doing this. One of them is to use interval analysis [10, 11] . The method used here is the HechtUllman T1-T2 analysis [12, 3] . This method is based on two transformations T1 and T2. These transformations are illustrated in figure 3 and are defined as: In [7] it is proven that the limit flow graph is unique and independent of the order in which the transformations are applied. The proof of this theorem can be found in [12] . An example of the application of the T1 and T2 transformations is given in figure 4 . The flow graph from figure 1 is reduced to a single node, so we can conclude that this flow graph is reducible.
If after applying T1 and T2 transformations the resulting flow graph consists of multiple nodes, the graph is irreducible. Examples of irreducible graphs are given in figure 5 . From theorem 2.6 it follows that we can alternatively define irreducibility by: 1 Another definition, which is more intuitive is that a flow graph is irreducible if it has at least one loop with multiple loop entries [12] . 
Flow Graph Transformation
If a control flow graph occurs to be irreducible, a graph transformation technique can be used to obtain a reducible control flow graph. In the past some methods are given to solve this problem [6, 7, 8] . Most methods for converting an irreducible control flow graph are based on a technique called node splitting. In section 3.1 this technique to reduce an irreducible flow graph is described. Section 3.2 shows how node splitting can be applied straightforwardly to reduce an irreducible graph.
Node Splitting
Node Splitting is a technique that converts a graph G 1 to an equivalent graph G 2 . We assign a label to each node of a graph; the label of node x i is denoted label (x i ). Duplication of a node creates a new node with the same label. An equivalence relation between two flow graphs is derived from Hecht [7] and given below. (label (x 1 ) ; ::: ; label (x k )). 
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The principle of node splitting is illustrated in figure 6 , node
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Figure 6: A simple example of applying node splitting.
Theorem 3.3 The equivalence relation between two graphs
is preserved under the transformation
Proof: We show that node splitting transforms any graph G 1 into an equivalent split graph G 2 . Assume graph G 1 has a node v with n¿1 predecessors u i and with m 0 successors w k , as shown in figure 7a. The set of Labels(P) for all paths P of a graph G is denoted with LABELS (G). With the label notation all paths of graph G 1 of figure 7a are described with: If node v is split in n copies named v i the split graph G 2 results. The set of all paths of graph G 2 is:
This graph is given in figure 7b. Since label (v i ) = label (v) every path in G 2 exists also in G 1 and conversely. This leads to the conclusion that the graphs G 1 and G 2 are equivalent.
Without loss of generality we can conclude that splitting a node of any graph results in an equivalent graph. Using the same reasoning it will be clear that the equivalence relation is transitive, splitting a finite number of nodes in either the original graph or any of its equivalent graphs results in a graph which is equivalent to the original graph.
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The name node splitting is deceptive because it suggests that the node is split in different parts but in fact the node is duplicated.
Uncontrolled Node Splitting
The transformation technique node splitting can be used to convert an irreducible control flow graph into a reducible control flow graph. From Hecht [7] we adopt theorem 3.4.
Theorem 3.4 Let S denote the splitting of a node, and let T denote some graph reduction transformation (e.g. T = (T 1 T2 ) ). Then any control flow graph can be transformed into a single node by the transformation represented by the regular expression T (ST ) .
The proof of the theorem is given in [7] .
Hecht et al. describe a straightforward application of node splitting to reduce irreducible control flow graphs. This method selects a node for splitting from the limit graph if the node has multiple predecessors. The selected node is split into several identical copies, one for each entering edge. This approach has the advantage that it is rather simple, but it has the disadvantage that it can select nodes that did not have to be split to make a graph reducible. In figure 8a we Although this method does inefficient node splitting, it does transform an irreducible control flow graph eventually in a reducible one. The consequence of this inefficient node splitting is that the number of duplications becomes unnecessarily large.
Presentation of Controlled Node Splitting
The problem of existing methods is that the resulting code size after converting an irreducible graph can grow uncontrolled. Controlled Node Splitting (CNS) controls the amount of copies which results in a smaller growth of the code size. CNS restricts the set of candidate nodes for splitting. First we introduce the necessary terminology: In The proof of this theorem can be derived from [7] .
In section 4.1 a description of CNS is given. It treats a method for minimizing the number of nodes to split. Section 4.2 gives a method for minimizing the amount of copies. The number of copies is not equal to the number of splits because a split creates for every entering edge a copy. If a node has n entering edges then one split creates n-1 copies. To speed up the process for minimizing the amount of copies a heuristic is given. The algorithms implementing these methods are given in section 4.3.
Controlled Node Splitting
All nodes of an irreducible limit graph, except the initial node s of the graph, are possible candidates for node splitting since they have at least two predecessors. However splitting of some nodes is not efficient; see section 3.2. CNS minimizes the number of splits. To accomplish this, two restrictions are made to the set of candidate nodes. These restrictions are:
1. Only nodes that are elements of an SED-set are candidates for splitting.
2. Nodes that are elements of RC are not candidates for splitting.
The first restriction prevents the splitting of nodes that are not in an SED-set. Splitting such a node is inefficient and unnecessary. An example of such a split was shown in figure figure 8b.
The second restriction is more complicated. The impact of this restriction is illustrated in figure 9 . This figure shows two different sequences of node splitting. The initial graph of the figure is a graph on which T has been applied. In figure 9a there are three splits needed and in figure 9b only two. In figure 9a node b is split, this node however is an element of the set RC. The second restriction prevents a splitting sequence as the one in figure 9a.
Node splitting with the restrictions, alternated with T1 and T2 transformations, will eventually result in a single node. This can be seen easily. Every time a node that is an element of an SED-set is split, it is reduced by the T2 transformation and the number of nodes involved in SED-sets decreases with one. Since we are considering flow graphs with a finite number of nodes, a single node eventually remains. 
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Figure 9:
Graph with two different split graphs.
Theorem 4.7 The minimum number of splits needed to reduce an MSED-set with k nodes is given by:
T splits = k ? 1:
Proof: Every time a node is split and T is applied, the number of nodes in the MSED-set decreases with one. For every predecessor of the node to split a duplicate is made, this means that every duplicate has only one predecessor and all the duplicates can be reduced by the T2 transformation. This results in an MSED-set with one node less than the original MSED-set. To reduce the complete MSED-set all nodes but one of the MSED-set must be split until there is only one node left. This results in k-1 splits.
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Theorem 4.8 The minimum number of splits needed to convert an irreducible graph, with n MSED-sets, into a reducible graph is given by:
T splits = n X i=1 (k i ? 1)(5)
where T splits is the total number of splits, and k i is the number of nodes of MSED-set i.
Proof: The proof consists of multiple parts, first some related lemmas are proven.
Lemma 4.9 All MSED-sets are disjoint, that is there are no two MSED-sets that share a node.
Proof:
If a node is shared by two MSED-sets then this node must have two different immediate dominators. This conflicts however with the definition of an immediate dominator as given in 4.2.
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Since the MSED-sets are disjoint the number of splits of the individual MSED-sets can be added. If however splitting nodes results in merging MSED-sets this result does not hold anymore. Therefore we have to proof that CNS does not merge MSED-sets and that merging MSED-sets does not lead to less splits.
Lemma 4.10 Splitting a node that is part of an MSEDset and is not in RC does not result in merging MSEDsets.
Proof: First we shall proof that splitting a node that is an element of RC merges MSED-sets. Afterwards we proof that splitting of nodes that are elements of CN or NN do not merge MSED-sets.
-Splitting a RC node merges two MSED-sets. Consider the graph of figure 10 . Suppose that subgraphs G 1 and G 2 are both MSED-sets. The nodes x dominates and is reachable by n MSED-sets.
-Splitting nodes that are not in RC do not merge MSED-sets. There are now two types of nodes left that are candidates for splitting, these are the nodes of the sets NN and NC.
Splitting nodes that are element of the set NN do not merge MSED-sets. These nodes do not have edges that go to other MSED-sets, therefore splitting of these nodes does not affect the edges from one MSED-set to another and therefore the splitting will never result in merging MSED-sets. Splitting nodes that are element of the set NC do not merge MSED-sets. These nodes do not form a loop with the MSED-set it dominates. By splitting such a node the nodes of both MSED-sets get the same immediate dominator but since the nodes do not form a loop the MSED-sets cannot be merged.
Lemma 4.11 Reducing two merged MSED-sets results in more splits to reduce a graph than reducing the MSED-sets separately.
Proof: Suppose SED-set 1 consists of x nodes and SED-set 2 consists of y nodes. Merging them costs one split since the RC node must be split. Reducing the resulting SED-set which has now x-1+y nodes, costs (x1+y)-1 splits. The total number of splits is x-1+y. Reducing the two SED-sets separately results in (x-1)+(y-1) splits. This is one split less than the splits needed when merging the SED-sets.
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The combination of lemmas 4.10 and 4.11 justifies the restriction to prevent the splitting of nodes that are elements of RC.
Lemma 4.12 There exists always a node in a graph that is part of an MSED-set but that is not an element of RC.
Proof: If all nodes of all MSED-sets are elements of RC then these nodes must dominate at least two other nodes. These nodes are also elements of an MSED-set and of RC. The graph therefore must have an infinite number of nodes. Since we are considering graphs with a finite number of nodes there must be a node that is part of an MSED-set but that is not an element of RC.
2
Since MSED-sets are disjoint and our algorithm can always find a node that can be split without merging MSED-sets the result of equation 5 holds. 
Minimizing the amount of copies
In the previous section we saw that the algorithm minimizes the number of splits, but this does not result in a minimum number of copies. Two conditions must be satisfied to achieve this minimum:
1. The freedom of selecting nodes to split must be as big as possible. Notice that the number of splits is also minimized if we prevent the splitting of all nodes that dominate another MSED-set, that is prevent splitting of nodes Figure 11 : A graph that has common a node that is not in the set RC.
that are elements of RC and CN. But this has the disadvantage that we lose some freedom in selecting nodes. This loss of freedom is illustrated in figure 11 . Suppose that the nodes contain a number of instructions and that we want to minimize the total resulting code size, which means that we would like to copy as less instructions as possible. The number of copied instructions if we prevent splitting nodes that are elements of RC and CN is: 2. The sequence of splitting nodes must be chosen optimal. There exists multiple split sequences to solve an irreducible graph. A tree can be build to discover them all. The tree with all possible split sequences for the flow graph of figure 12a is drawn in figure 12b . The nodes of the tree indicates how many copies are introduced by the split. The edges give the split sequence. The number of copies can be found by following a path from the root to a leaf and adding the quantities of the nodes. Suppose that the nodes contain a number of instructions and that we want to minimize the total resulting code size, which means that we would like to copy as less instructions as possible, then we can choose from 6 different split sequences with 5 different numbers of copies. The minimum number of copied instructions is: min(a + c; 2a + b; a + 3b; 3b + c; b + 2c). The problem is to pick a split sequence that minimizes the number of copied instructions.
The
The purpose of CNS is to minimize Q(G ), where G is the transformation of G into a single node using some sequence of splits. 
Proof: Suppose all nodes of a limit flow graph, except the initial node s, are candidates for splitting, then nodes that are not in an MSED-set and nodes that are elements of RC are also candidates. Splitting a node of one of these categories results in a number of splits that is greater than the minimal number of splits. If we can proof that splitting these nodes always result in a Q(G ) that is greater than the one we obtain if we exclude these nodes, then we have proven that a minimum number of splits is required in order to minimize
Q(G ).
Splitting a node that is not in an MSED-set cannot result in the minimum Q(G ).
As seen in the previous section splitting of nodes that are not in an MSED-set do not make a graph more reducible since splitting these nodes does not decrease the number of nodes in an MSED-set. This means that the MSEDset still needs the same number of splits.
Splitting nodes that are element of RC cannot result in the minimum Q(G ).
Consider the graph of figure 13 . In this figure the subgraph G has at least one MSED-set, otherwise the graph would not be irreducible. Figure 13a shows the reduction of a graph in the case that splitting of a RC node is not allowed and in 13b splitting of such a node is allowed. The node g is the reduced subgraph G and the notation sa in a node means that node s has consumed a copy of node a. The resulting quantity of the node is the sum of the quantities of nodes s and a. As we can see the resulting total quantity of the split sequence of figure 13a is Q(s)+Q(a)+Q(g) and the resulting total quantity of the reduced graph of figure 13b is Q(s)+2Q(a)+Q(g). Without loss of generality we can conclude that splitting a node that is in RC never can lead to the minimum total quantity. b. Splitting a node that is in the set RC.
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The influence on the number of copies by splitting a RC node.
As one can easily see, the more nodes in MSED-sets the larger the tree and the number of possible split sequences increases. It takes much computation time to compute all possibilities, therefore a heuristic is constructed which picks a node n i to split with the smallest H (n i ) as defined by: H (n i ) = Q(n i ) (# predecessor nodes ? 1) (6) for every candidate node. The results of this heuristic, compared to the best possible split sequence, are given in section 5.
Algorithms
The method described in the previous sections detects an irreducible control flow graph and converts it to a reducible control flow graph. In this section the algorithm for this method is given. The algorithm consists of three parts (1) the T1 and T2 transformations, (2) the selection of a candidate node, and the (3) splitting of a node.
Algorithm 4.1 expects as input a control flow graph of basic blocks. The structure of this flow graph is copied to a flow graph of nodes(1). Now we have two different flow graphs: a flow graph of basic blocks and a flow graph of nodes. This means that initially every node represents a basic block. Every duplicate introduced by splitting the flow graphs of nodes is also duplicated in the flow graph of basic blocks. After the graph is copied the T1 and T2 transformations are applied till the graph of nodes does not change any more (2) . If the graph of nodes is reduced to a single node, the graph is reducible and no splitting is needed. However if there remain multiple nodes, node splitting must be applied. First a node for splitting is selected(4). This is done with algorithm 4.2 that is discussed later. The selected node is then split (5) as defined in definition 3.2. In the graph of basic blocks, the corresponding basic blocks are copied also. After splitting, T1 and T2 (1) Copy the flow graph of basic blocks to a flow graph G of nodes (2) Apply repeatedly T1-T2 transformations to G (3) while G has more than one node do (4) Node selection (5)
Split candidate node (6) Apply repeatedly T1-T2 transformations to G (7) endwhile transformations are applied again on the graph of nodes (6) . When there is still more than one node left the process start over again. The algorithm terminates if the graph of nodes is reduced to a single node and thus the graph of basic blocks is converted to a reducible flow graph.
Algorithm 4.2 Node selection
Input
: The control flow graph of nodes Output : A node for splitting Method :
(1) min = infinite (2) for all nodes n do (3) if n in an SED-set and n not in RC then (4) Calculate value H(n)
candidate node = n (8) endif (9) endif (10) endfor (11) return candidate node
The algorithms for the T1 and T2 transformations and for node splitting are quite straightforward and not given here. Algorithm 4.2 selects a node for splitting. Initially every node is a candidate. A node is rejected as a candidate if it does not fulfill the restrictions (3) as discussed in subsection 4.1. For all nodes that fulfill these restrictions the heuristic is calculated (4) with equation 6. The node with the smallest heuristic is selected for splitting.
Results
The goal of our experiments is to measure the quality of controlled node splitting in the sense of minimizing the amount of copies. In the experiments four methods for node splitting are used:
Optimal Node Splitting, ONS. This method computes the best possible node split sequence with respect to the quantity to minimize; the number of basic blocks or the number of instructions. This algorithm however requires a lot of computation time (up to several days on a HP735 workstation).
Uncontrolled Node Splitting, UCNS. A straightforward application of node splitting, no restrictions are made to the set of nodes that are candidate for splitting.
Controlled Node Splitting, CNS. Node splitting with the restrictions discussed in section 4.1.
Controlled Node Splitting with Heuristic, CNSH. The same method as CNS but now a heuristic is used to select a node from the set of candidate nodes.
The algorithms are applied to a selective group of benchmarks. These benchmarks are procedures with an irreducible control flow graph and are obtained from the real world programs: a68, bison, expand, gawk, gs, gzip, sed, tr. The programs are compiled with the GCC compiler which is ported to a RISC architecture 2 . The amount of copies of two different quantities are considered. In table 1 the number of copies of basic blocks are listed and in table 2 the number of copied instructions. The reported results of the methods UCNS, CNS and CNSH are the averages of all possible split sequences.
The first column in the tables 1 and 2 lists the procedure name, with the program name in parentheses. The second column gives the number of basic blocks or instructions of the procedure before an algorithm is applied. The other columns give the number of copies that result from the algorithms. The absolute number of copies is given and a percentage that indicates the growth of the quantity with respect to the original quantity is given.
From the results of the ONS method we can conclude that node splitting does not have to lead to an excessive number of copies. Furthermore we can conclude that CNS outperforms UCNS. UCNS can lead to an enormous amount of copies, the average percentage of growth in basic blocks is 241.7% and in code size it is 251.9%. CNS performs better, a growth of 26.2% for basic blocks and 32.7% for the number of instruction, but there is still a big gap with the optimal case. When using the heuristic, controlled node splitting performs very close to the optimum. The average growth in basic blocks for the methods CNSH and ONS is respectively 3.1% and 3.0% . The growth in code size is for both methods 3.1%. Comparing the results of ONS and CNSH lead to the conclusion that CNSH performs very close to the optimum. In our experiments there was only one procedure with a very small difference.
Conclusions
A method has been given which transforms an irreducible control flow graph to a reducible control flow graph. This gives us the opportunity to exploit ILP over a larger scope than a single basic block for any program. The method is based on node splitting. To achieve the minimum number of splits the set of possible candidate nodes is limited to nodes with specific properties. Since splitting of these nodes can result in a minimum resulting code size the algorithm can be used to prevent uncontrolled growth of the code size. Because the computation time to determine the optimum split sequence is (very) large, a heuristic has been developed.
The method with the heuristic is called controlled node splitting with heuristic. This method is compared with other methods, these methods are uncontrolled node splitting and controlled node splitting. From our experiments it follows that uncontrolled node splitting can lead to an enormous number of copies, the average growth in code size is 251.9%. Controlled node splitting performs better (32.7%) but there is still a big gap with the optimal case. We observed that the average number of copies when using controlled node splitting with heuristic is very close to that of the optimum; the average growth in code size for both methods is 3.1%. 
